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SOFTBALL COACH TALKS RETIREMENT AFTER 38 YEARS AT GV

TRiO program for struggling
high school students joins
nationwide fight for funds
BY CLAIRE FODELL

“The main point is just to
tell people, senators, congress
men, that TRiO has made a
Brenda Garcia, a student at big difference for students,”
Grand Valley State University, Brandsen said.
didn’t always plan on going to
Advocates, administrators
college. She doesn’t think she and alumni of the TRiO pro
would have made the choice grams took to social media
to attend GVSU without TRiO. yesterday with the hashtag
The organization works to #TRiONATION to spread
give first generation students, the word about the program
as well as those
and to catch the
who meet a fed
eyes of politicians
eral income re
who don’t think
quirement,
the
the programs are
resources needed
worth the federal
...TRiO has
to go to college.
funding they re
The 50-year- made a big
quire.
old
program
Some famous
started showing difference for
alumni of the
up across the students.
TRiO
program
country
when
include Bernard
President Lyn JOSH BRANDSEN
Harris, the first
don B. Johnson TRIO ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR African Ameri
began his “War
can astronaut to
on Poverty” cam
perform a spacewalk, and tele
paign. Recently, though, it’s vision talk show host Oprah
started to lose traction.
Winfrey.
Josh Brandsen, the associ
GVSU student Brenda Gar
ate academic director for the cia is also an alumna of the
GVSU TRiO program, said TRiO program. Garcia said
that in recent months, politi she is participating in the na
cians have been complain tionwide campaign because
ing that the War on Poverty she believes in the positive im
programs have not made a pacts the program can have on
difference on the economy of people.
the country. TRiO program
“The politicians sometimes
executives hope to show them want to just cut back on mon
otherwise.
ey, but they don’t realize that
Members of the organi these programs are very spe
zation are participating in a cial," she said.
nationwide campaign to gain
Garcia was recruited into
recognition from legislators the program in eighth grade
and to share their stories of
success.
SEE TRIO 0NA5
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GVPD finds that open invitations from social media can bring trouble
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZ@LANTHORN.COM

Though it may seem enticing to
throw the next “Project X” party that ev
eryone will be talking about for weeks,
you may want to reconsider. With new
advancements in the accessibility of so
cial media, you may be getting yourself
into more than you bargained for.
With Twitter accounts such as
“GVSU Ragers” and “GVSU parties”
showcasing the locations and names
of the most exciting upcoming parties
on campus, anybody and everybody
receives an invitation. People viewing
these pages have a virtual connection
with the party even before the actual
physical event. Sometimes these people

can pose a threat.
Before spring break, two people were
found breaking into cars on the Al
lendale Campus of Grand Valley State
University after a night of partying. The
individuals were not students.
When questioned as to how they
found out about these events, the in
dividuals replied that they had seen
postings on social media outlets that in
formed them about what was going on
that night, said Capt. Brandon DeHaan,
assistant director of GVSU’s Depart
ment of Public Safety.
It was also revealed that these indi
viduals had no ties to anyone on cam
pus. In situations like this, it is easy to
see how an innocent post can attract

some guilty visitors, said DeHaan.
“I don’t think that most people rec
ognize the danger when they post about
parties online,” said Sgt. Jeff Stoll of
the Grand Valley Police Department.
“These kinds of posts need to be looked
at as an advertisement that the public
can get ahold of. It only takes one per
son to create a problem, and it could be
someone who you don’t even know.”
Oftentimes when officers show up at
a party that has reached an uncontrol
lable level, hosts are actually relieved
to see-police, as they cannot handle the
amount of guests that have accumulat
ed throughout the night, said DeHaan.
SEE PARTY ON A2

Event to share perspectives of the oppressed
GV's Tunnel of Oppression' to contribute to nationwide initiative to enlighten students, promote empathy
BY DUANE EMERY
DEMERY@LANTHORN.COM

Religious beliefs, sexual orien
tation, socioeconomic status, race
and disability are just a few of the
causes of oppression in society to
day. In recognition of this, Grand
Valley State University’s Office of
Housing and Residence Life will
present Tunnel of Oppression on
March 24. The event is part of a
nationwide initiative to introduce
students to the perspectives of

those around them who face op
pression.
While it may be difficult to spot,
oppression is occurring every day
and in ways that people may not
realize, said Michelle Bouwkamp,
one of the resident assistants in
charge of the event. She added that
many people even participate in
the oppression of others. The most
common form of oppression is
micro-aggression, which, she said,
can be as simple as a woman hold
ing her purse tighter when a per

son of a different race is nearby.
Participants in the Tunnel of
Oppression will be introduced to
these topics and how they inter
sect through interactive activities,
including short videos, dialogues
and various scenarios.
The entire second floor of the
Kirkhof Center will be dedicated
to the event. Students will walk
through a structured path in
groups of 10 to 15, spending a few
minutes in each room, as well as in
transitional hallways with infor

mational posters. After completing
the event, participants will meet
with counselors to discuss their
thoughts and feelings on what they
learned.
“They’re really heavy topics,”
Bouwkamp said. “That is why
counselors will be there.”
As the groups engage in the ac
tivities, Bouwkamp said she hopes
students realize the magnitude of
the issue and the role they can play
in stopping it.
“The overarching goal is to try to

place the participants in the shoes
of someone who has experienced
oppression of any kind,” she said.
The goal isn’t just to create em
pathy, but to get students to feel
moved and to relate to those who
are different, said Jazmine Wil
liams, the director of the Swanson
Living Center.
“Grand Valley puts a lot of ef
fort into experiences students can
have, but students have to open
SEE OPPRESSED ON A2

Student comedian performs in LaughFest for second time
BY SHELBY PENDOWSKI

“I actually first saw Jacob when I stopped by the Last
Laker Standing competition back in the fall of 2012,”
he comedy career for Grand Valley State University said award-winning director, writer and comedian Joe
student Jacob Guajardo began on an impulse. In Anderson. “I was there to see another friend perform. I
was just really impressed by how solid Jacob’s
2012, Guajardo decided to audition
set was. He was very new to it but his voice was
for Spotlight Production’s Last Laker Standing
so strong and his jokes were great.”
competition and try comedy for the first time.
Anderson, a LaughFest comedian, invited
“He had some of the best performances
Guajardo
to perform at last year’s LaughFest,
during that competition that I have ever
He easily
and following a well-received performance, he
seen from any student comedian in my years
decided to invite the student back for LaughFest
at GVSU,” said Tim Hartland, president won the
2014.
of Spotlight Comedy. “He easily won the
competition
“He killed it, so when I was helping put
competition that year and was overwhelmingly
that year...
together a different show for LaughFest 2014,
the crowd favorite.”
I obviously wanted to see if Jacob could do it
The crown of victory came with more than
again,” Anderson said. “So many people are
the advertised 50-inch flat screen TV prize — TIM HARTLAND
doing stand-up relentlessly who probably
Guajardo also was awarded recognition from SPOTLIGHT COMEDY
shouldn’t be, that when you meet someone
the comedic community. A creative writing and
gender studies double major at GVSU, Guajardo has since who should definitely keep at it, I think it’s important to
been seen performing in several shows on campus and in let them know.”
On March 15, Guajardo took the stage at the Wealthy
Grand Rapids. His performances include an opening set for
the fall semester’s comedian Hal Sparks and, most recently,
A real riot: Grand Valley State University student and
“Our Diversity Show” as a part of LaughFest.
SEE LAUGHFEST ON A5 comedian Jacob Guajardo performs during Laugh Fest.
SPENDOWSKI @ LANTHORN.COM
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Migrant workers grow here, too
GV celebrates Cesar Chavez with campus-wide food, clothing drive for migrant families
BY PETER CHHUM
PCHHUM@LANTHORN.COM

Farming is one of the largest
industries in Michigan. Trans
forming a seed to an apple pie
or zucchini bread requires la
bor, though. Oftentimes, this
comes in the form of migrant
workers.
Michigan currently holds
the sixth largest population of
migrant farm workers, with an
estimated total of 24,730 sea
sonal workers in West Michi
gan alone.
During the week of March
24, Grand Valley State Univer
sity’s Office of Multicultural Af
fairs will be promoting an on
going food and clothing drive
at GVSU to benefit these mi
grant workers and their fami
lies. The event is a part of the
C&ar E Chivez Commemora
tive Week, which will feature a
series of events to actively pay
homage to his legacy.
Chdvez was a MexicanAmerican laborer and civil
rights activist who notably
used non-violent methods to
fight for the rights of migrant
farm workers in the southwest
ern U.S. In the process, Chavez
founded the National Farm
Workers Association — an ad

PARTY
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vocacy group that campaigned farm workers. The center will
to provide increased wages supply families with the prod
and improve the working ucts that are received from the
conditions for farm workers food and clothing drive. Interthrough a series of strikes and Care currently provides pri
boycotts. The group later be mary medical and dental care
came the United
and other services
Farmworkers of
to the seasonal
America.
farmworker pop
“I wanted to
ulation in south
do a comprehen
western and west
sive program that I wanted
ern Michigan.
touched on the to do a
“The
major
legacy of Cesar
difficulties these
Chavez, not just comprehensive workers
face
talking about his program...
include the lan
life and his con
guage
barrier,
tributions,
but ALUSON ROMAN
transportation
also finding ways OMA ASSISTANT DIRECTOR and availability to
for students to be
attend to medi
engaged,” said Allison Roman, cal needs. Many of the families
assistant director of OMA and also have children and have a
the coordinator of the event. “I hard time finding childcare,”
think people are surprised that said Christian Garcia, the mi
there are migrant farm workers grant health manager at Interin the area, and 1 just wanted Care. “Many migrant families
to shine the light to show that coming to Michigan have lim
there are people who work to ited resources available upon
provide these things for us. arrival. Food and clothing be
Fruits and vegetables don’t just come essential needs to these
families, especially because
magically land on your plate.”
Roman has worked closely many don’t receive income for
with the InterCare Community a few weeks — sometimes up
Health Network, a communi to a month.”
ty-governed health center that
The C&ar Chavez Com
provides outreach for migrant memorative Week will also

include a teach-in about the
life and legacy of C&ar Chivez,
a screening of the new C&ar
Chavez film, and a mock dem
onstration of a United Farm
Workers strike.
“Although it would be im
possible to replicate the atmo
sphere and environment of
what a United Farm Workers
strike was, we as students will
be doing our best to mirror
what it would look like,” said
Veronica Beltran, the president
of Advocates for Immigration
Reform, a campus organization
intended to create awareness
around present day immigra
tion issues. “I believe that this is
a great part of his commemo
rative week, because it was
through the unity and strength
of strikers, the power of orga
nizing and the powerful large
demonstrations that helped the
‘huelga (strike) be successful.”
The clothing and nonperishable food drive will be
ongoing until March 28 with
all donations going toward the
migrant farmer camp in Hol
land. OMA is also accepting
toys.
For more information, visit
www.gvsu.edu/oma.

Easily accessible information creates a high level
of uncertainty — and a

same investiture in our
university and sometimes
don’t understand the value
system in place,” DeHaan
said. “This is where things
can go wrong or accidents
can happen ”
He added that some stu
dents may simply be un
derestimating the extent to
which information can trav
el and that students need
to be aware that people are
monitoring the things they
post on social media.
“It is important to keep
in mind that things out
side of the community can
impact the community in
a way that no one wants or
intends for,” he said.
GVPD plans to use so
cial media in a more posi
tive way. The department
recently created a new Twit
ter account to highlight ed
ucational programs that are
being offered.
“The goal is to illumi
nate the positive side of
the police department and
provide information and
reminders like many other
universities are doing,” Stoll
said. “It’s a great way to stay
connected and show every
thing that Grand Valley has
to offer in a more contem
porary way.”
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whole new list of dangers,
“These uninvited visitors often do not have the

This past year, winter has
caused an energy crunch.
In January, GVSU spent
approximately $24,750
per day on gas and
electricity. Help us save
energy to help the
GV community.

OPPRESSED
CONTINUED FROM A1
themselves up to them,” Wil
liams said.
She expects that students
may feel bothered when they
see life through the eyes of
others who feel oppression,
but for change to occur, it’s
necessary to feel that discom
fort.
“It’s hard for people to
understand someone’s expe
rience until it affects them,”
Williams said. “This is what
Tunnel of Oppression does. It
puts participants in the place
of those who feel oppression
in ways they may never have

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

considered. It’s something
where you can walk away
with a new frame of mind.”
The Tbnnel of Oppression
is designed to create aware
ness and encourage action. It
has been hosted sporadically
at GVSU for 10 years.
This year the invitation
has been extended to the lo
cal community in the hopes
of creating community-wide
outreach. Those interested
in participating can check
in any time between 4 p.m.
and 7 p.m. on March 24 at
the Grand River Room of the
Kirkhof Center. Free parking
will be provided for partici
pants in lots H and K.

NEWS

BRIEFS
GV signs dual degree program with UBB
Liberal studies majors at Grand Valley State University and
the Universidad del Bio-Bio will now be able to complete
a dual degree. Officials from both institutions signed an
agreement so that students will have the opportunity to earn
a dual degree as long as a maximum of six students partici
pate in the exchange annually.The program will begin in the
fall of 2014.

GV to compete in Mock Interview Medness contest
Grand Valley State University was chosen to participate in the
Mock Interview Madness contest that encourages students
to practice their interviewing skills. Using the website Inter
view Stream, 64 institutions across the country will compete
to have the most mock interviews done by their students.
The contest will occur through the end of the NCAA tourna
ment. Students can answer generic questions on interviews
or create custom questions from their laptop or with help
from the Career Center. Students will then receive feedback
and a personal assessment from Career Center advisers.

Art exhibit inspired by Community Reading Project
selection
Students from Allendale High School and the Grandvilte
Avenue Arts and Humanities Center have crafted art pieces
inspired by this year's Community Reading Project selection,
"The Distance Between Us" by Reyna Grande. The exhibit
will be on display in the exhibition gallery at the Mary Idema
Pew Library Learning and Information Commons until March
25. Grande will give a presentation at the annual CRP lecture
onTuesday in the Grand River Room of the Kirkhof Center.

Nepali writer to wrap up Writers Series
As the end of the school year draws near, so does the end
;ottmkye*nrV\(riters Serieerjrt;Grand^Va||ey State University.
Somrat Upadhy^y, a Nepali writer, will wrap up the series
with a free public reading and qfscussion of his work on

March 27 from 7:30 p.m. until 9 p.m. in the Cook-DeWitt Cen
ter. Upadhyay will also give a craft talk for students from 4
p.m. until 5:15 p.m. in the multipurpose room of the Mary
Idema Pew Library.

Women's Center to host RAD Seminar
The Women’s Center will be hosting a three-hour introducto
ry seminar that covers the basics of the Rape Aggression De
fense model. RAD is designed to empower women through
self-awareness and discussions about basic fundamentals
of prevention and self-defense. Participants will also be ex
posed to basic information about the most common crimes
that take place on campus, methods of preventing those
crimes and basic self-defense techniques. The seminar will
be led by campus community police officers from the Grand
Valley State University Police Department.

At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Arab journalist discusses fight for democracy
Arab Spring explained as protest for democracy, social media stressed as crucial in work for freedom and information
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
SBRZEZINSKI@LANTHORN.COM

li Younes, a 20-year veteran news editor,
journalist and expert on the Middle
East, spoke at Grand Valley State
University on Tuesday about the importance
of the Arab Spring and democracy in the
Middle East.
Younes said the Arab Spring and Arab
culture are intertwined because of their
common roots in poverty and democracy,
as well as the role the media plays. The Arab
Spring, he explained, is a protest for democracy
that began in Tunisia, a poor country in
northern Africa that did not have a democratic
presence.
The people wanted to try something new,
Younes said. Discontent and social activism
grew. The people took their first steps when
they illegally crossed the border into Egypt.
“The Arab Spring united the population,”
Younes said. “Arab citizens are not free
citizens, in a sense. You’re not in control of
your destiny.”
He added that it was the first time in the
history of the modern Arab state that change
came from within instead of from a military
coup or American intervention.
After the revolution began in 2011, Younes
said he was shocked because “nobody expected
that.” He looked at the facts, studies and
numbers relating to economics and concluded
that there is “no real economy in the Arab
world” because there is no infrastructure for Across the globe: CNN correspondent Ali Younes came to Grand Valley State University on Tuesday to discuss the importance of the Arab
schools and education is not as highly valued Spring and democracy in the Middle East. He told students that the Arab Spring united the population in a protest for democracy.
as in the U.S., where children are taught how
education, most Middle Eastern governments how great the leaders are. Younes said he and have impacted the Middle East in today’s
to think critically instead of how to memorize
control the media. Younes said there is no free many others grew up thinking these one-sided information age. Younes said it is essential
everything.
media in those countries because they do not views were true.
because the government cannot control
“Education is key,” Younes said. “They can’t have proper economic forces or businesses
It used to be that the people would occupy people’s access
think critically in the Arab world. We need
•m
to advertise for the news outlets. Rather than a news station to declare their revolt. However,
m
people in every aspect of professional life.”
write about the truth, the media writes about the Internet and the use of social media
SEE ALI ON *5
In addition to the strict control of
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Cox: Transgender people could use a little justice'
GV hosts Netflix series actress to discuss life experiences as a transgender woman of color-.
by reminding the audience of the statistics cjf
violence and discrimination against transgendefr
Laverne Cox, known for her role on the hit individuals and the LGBT community as a whold.
“Seventy-eight percent ofall students in gradeis
Netflix original series, “Orange is the New Black,”
and her status as a transgender woman of color, K through 12 that expressed a transgender or
spoke before a packed room on Tuesday at Grand gender non-conforming identity has experience^
harassment or bullying,” she said
j
Valley State University.
Cox went on to cite some of the people shfe
Long before the start of the event, every seat
was taken. By the time Cox was introduced by draws inspiration from, including Sojourner Truth,
Student Senate Vice President for Diversity from whom she borrowed the title of her speech,
Affairs Anthony Clemons, people were crowding “Ain’t I a Woman?: My Journey to Womanhood” •
j around the doorways.in.the hall outside the.rooijn _ t She spoke of how she was bullied throughocfl
to catch a glimpse of the actress.
v‘ * y'■ *- • ner school years for her gender non-conforming
j
“I stinjdbeforeyou thiseveninga ptowlAfijcanj ~ gftions as well as her social status later on.
While her speech did not shy away from the
American transgender woman,” Cox began ner
speech. “From a working class background, raised realities ofbeing a trans woman, she also spoke ofhow
by a single mother, I stand before you an artist and she has found success and does what she loves to da ••
Cox congratulated GVSU on its plans tp
an actress, a sister and a daughter.”
Cox told of her struggles growing up as a non  have gender neutral bathrooms in all academic
gender-conforming child in the South and her.
SEE COX 0NA6
journey to where she is today. The actress began
BY AUDRA GAMBLE

LAKERLIFE@LANTHORN.COM

An Inspiration: Actress Laverne Cox addresses the crowd at her Wednesday speech at Grand
Valley State University. Cox discussed her experiences as a transgender woman of color.

Author to address immigration issues
Grande to visit GV to discuss book, share story of her childhood as an undocumented immigrant in US
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND

them on what has happened
over the years from the time
uthor Reyna Grande will be visiting the book ends,” she said. “My
Grand Valley State University next message is that we can’t allow
week to speak about her book, “The tragedies and bad circumstances
bring us down; rather, we must
Distance Between Us,” and tell students her
story of being an undocumented immigrant rise above it and strive to find
torn between two parents and two countries. the place within ourselves
At GVSU, many classes incorporate Grande’s where forgiveness, hope and
book in the course material, including liberal redemption exist.”
Jbara said the book was
studies, education, social work and Spanish.
chosen
to use in classes because it
“It really does a good job integrating
personal experiences and allows students to was timely with the immigration
apply theory they’ve learned,” said Brian Jbara, debate nationwide, in Michigan
director of the Office of Integrative Learning and in West Michigan.
“Students hopefully take away
and Advising at GVSU. “More than that, it
allows for thinking through the big picture — a better understanding of the
what are the implications of the immigration issues at hand and appreciate
policy, what are ethical considerations behind the considerations that go into
decisions being made,” he said.
it, and etcetera.”
Grande will be coming to GVSU March “I hope they also understand
25 at 7 p.m. in the Grand River Room of the the people that live through the
Kirkhof Center. She will also be speaking at experience of immigration and Sharing stories: Author Reyna Grande wrote the book "The Distance Between Us" that many GVSU courses
understand what it’s like.”
the Herrick District Library on March 24.
use. Grande will visit campus to talk about her childhood experiences as an undocumented immigrant.
“The
Distance
Between
Grande said she hopes to convey the
“Sharing my story with the world was scary.
emotional roller coaster.
message that people need to learn to rise above Us” is a memoir about Grande’s life after
I had been writing fiction as a way to shield
“After
I
finished
writing
it,
I
felt
liberated,
coming to the U.S. at the age of nine as an
tragedies and overcome bad circumstances.
free
of
all
the
weight
from
my
emotional
“I am looking forward to continuing the undocumented immigrant. Grande said the
baggage and childhood traumas,” she said.
SEE GRANDE ON AS
discussion about the book as well as updating four years she spent writing the book was an
ASSOCIATE @ LANTHORN.COM
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The Javert Bender divide: For a postconventional leadership style
during my freshman year. The
ideas and friendships 1 gleaned
from this community living
style couldn’t have been more
valuable to freshman -me.
A couple times a week, one
of the 1LA.S from a neighbor
ing building would kick us
out of the hall, citing the fact
that loitering in the hallway
presented a “fire hazard.” If
there were a fire, she argued,
we would be an impediment to
others, a blockade in between
them and their route to safety.
As if Honors students, in
the face of a flashing, screech
ing fire alarm, would remain
firmly seated in the hallways
of a burning building. As if
we wouldn’t move out of the
way for those trying to pass
through the halls.
I understand the Housing

BY NIKKI FISHER
NFISHER@LANTHORN.COM

My freshman year in the
Niemeyer dorms, a bunch of
the kids from my floor would
often sit down in the longcarpeted hallways between
our individual units and talk.
Now in my senior year, I don’t
remember what these conver
sations were about, I don’t even
remember everyone involved,
but I do remember that they
were crucial to whatever social
blossoming I experienced

office’s need to establish such
rules in order to protect them
selves legally and/or prevent
against extreme situations in
which a true fire hazard may
exist. That being said, trust me,
the Niemeyer Living Center
had a far bigger issue with
social isolation than with fire
hazards.
Our R.A. had a better ap
proach to this rule. He would
often tease us for breaking the
rule, effectively reminding us
of the risks, while simultane
ously recognizing that our ac
tions did not pose a real threat.
Rules are weird entities. We
impose them upon ourselves,
upon others, and upon the
world in attempts to create
order and inefficiency. Both as
an individual and as a leader,
I’ve always struggled to figure

VALLEY VOTE

QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
'WHAT DOES A GVSU EVENT HAVE TO
FEATURE OR BE ABOUT FOR YOU TO TAKE
THE TIME TO ATTEND IT?

"Characteristics of GVSU
events that I attend include
learning about other cultures,
varying perspectives of the
world, medical talks, inspira
tional speeches and for sure
free food."
DENISE GREZESZAK

out my own relationship to
rules.
The media often depicts
people who follow one ex
treme or the other a little too
closely: one one side you have
Javert from Les Miserable*,
who ends up killing himself
upon finding a flaw in his
structured reality. Then there’s
John Bender from Breakfast
Club, who ardently challenges
every rule presented to him
without discrimination and
ends up as a social outcast in
an interminable purgatory of
high school detention.
Psychologist Lawrence
Kohlberg provides insight
here with his three stages of
morality: preconventional
morality, where individuals
follow rules to evade punish
ment; conventional morality,

where individuals follow rules
for the sake of following the
law and promoting social har
mony; and post-conventional
morality, where the individual
determines his own universal
principles through reason.
The self-evident solution to
the Javert-Bender dichotomy is
to abandon conventional mo
rality contextualize rules in fa
vor of a more postconventional
approach. But this is easier said
than done, isn’t it? How does
one go about contextualizing
rules? What criteria does one
compare them to?
I think what I’m really
arguing is that it’s important
to think about the “why”
behind rules, always, even if
these rules seem trivial. In the
hallway-fire-hazard example,
for example, I would argue

that the “why” behind the rule
was not ameliorated by the
enforcement of said rule.
Following this logic, as
leaders with postconventional
morality, we must be willing
to take risks (e.g. punishment,
social discontent) in order to
be true to our principles, to be
allowed to make decisions us
ing our common sense within
a particular context rather than
blindly following a pseudouniversal law.
I think it’s the common
sense part that really gets
me. Why anyone in a young
Democratic nation such as
ours ever want to promote a
system in which individuals
are encouraged to follow rules
blindly rather than to think
critically?
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Do you think the events that GVSU
hosts are worth skipping class for?
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Should interactions with
people of differing worldviews
be a priority for GV?
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OUTSIDE THE NORM
The events offered by GVSU are excellent supplements to our education, so we think
students need to start attending as many as possible — even if it means skipping class.

Freshman
Nursing
Howell, Mich.

"It needs to have an interest
ing theme about it and be well
advertised so I know what it’s
about and all its information. It
needs to be something that is
well thought out and will appeal
to college students (like food,
concerts and fun stuff).
ANNA DOUGLAS

Freshman
Hospitality and Tourism Management
Muskegon, Mich.

"If the event has an active
portion where I am able to get
involved and interact as well
as to learn something new.
Also, I enjoy learning things
about different cultures."
TRENTON ALLEN

Sophomore
F^iblic/Non-Profit Administration
Warren, Mich.

"Something about giving back
to others, or about a Christian
group, or about opportunities
to see art/artwork or par
ticipate in making artwork. Or
some kind of musical group."

ne-hundred ninety-seven
perspectives of different social
million. That’s how many
groups, and some simply provide
you the chance to sit in the same
square miles you have to
explore on this planet, to explore
room and breathe the same air as
our humanity and the various
well-known people both in and out
of your academic field.
chemicals and organisms comple
menting your existence. It’s proba
Though many classes provide
valuable information that may be
bly safe to say that you have count
less opportunities to learn outside
used in a future job, these ex
tra events are important to your
your 25-square-foot classroom.
development as both a student and
A handful of those opportunities
take place just a few buildings down
a human being. They expand your
from the lecture hall you’re cur
learning outside of courses and, in
rently sitting in. And they’re really
some cases, allow you to apply your
valuable.
theory to real-life circumstances.
If you didn’t notice, this particu
For some of us graduating edi
lar paper is overloaded with campus tors reflecting on our time at GVSU,
events, speakers and opportunities
we can say with certainty that one
for activism. And this week is really
of our greatest regrets is waiting
no busier than any other. Browse
until now to start taking advantage
the Grand Valley State University
of the extra opportunities offered by
events page and you’ll see at least
the university.
15 on-campus activities for you to
Since there are so many happen
participate in on any given day.
ings on and around campus, there is
Some expose you to new cultures
no excuse not to attend at least one.
and religions, some open dialogue
There are a variety of events that
for you to better understand the
pertain to a wide array of interests,

O

so students can find something that
they will enjoy to hear and learn
more about, or even get involved in.
Time is also no excuse. With all
these events happening at all times
of the day, you can find a little
time to attend one or more, and
most professors accommodate your
attendance of events during class
time.
While classes are important,
skipping one to hear a speaker that
may be interesting or helpful to
your future might be more impor
tant and even crucial to your college
experience.
So that list of opportunities we
were talking about? Go ahead and
pick one. Or two or three. Skip class
if need be.
These opportunities are of im
mense value (and, to be honest,
you may find more use learning
about being a better human at one
of these events than continuing an
SWS lecture from previous weeks).
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JANINE MIEHLKE

Freshman
Psychology
Lake Zurich, III.
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BY ANTHONY CLEMONS
STUDENT SENATOR

The Diversity Affairs
Committee has been
extremely busy lately. We
worked, alongside Triota,
extremely hard to bring
Laverne Cox to campus, and
it truly was a great event.
There was a lot of work to
be done behind the scenes
and the DAC worked hard
to make sure that the event
was successful, and with
standing room only, we
think we achieved that goal.
The senators on the DAC
are listed alongside the
projects they are currently

working on below. We hope
that you will contact them
with any questions and
comments you may have,
and please be sure to let us
know if you would like to
help out in any way.
Vice President Clemons
is currently helping in get
ting the Speak Up! Cam
paign revitalized for a fall
reveal. This project entails
quite a lot, but he is happy
to be working with such
motivating individuals like
Marlene Kowalski-Braun,
Michele Coffill, and Angiola
Gabriel. In addition to the
Speak Up! Campaign An
thony and the DAC will be
presenting at 9 pm during
the Teach-In on Wednesday,
March 26th.
Senator Butler is working
diligently on creating more
opportunities for education
surrounding diversity and
interculturai awareness to

take place. She is working
with Justine Easter to see
how those thoughts may
become a reality. She is
working out ideas to get a
“interculturalism tree” to
hang up outside the SOC
so students can write what
they love about themselves
and their culture on a leaf
and put the leaf on the tree.
Look for that tree coming
soon!
Senator Williams-Fox
and Senator Saghaiepour
are currently working on in
terfaith initiatives to provide
more space for both nonChristian prayer and a place
where individuals from
different faiths can have
discussions surrounding
their faith and build under
standing. Senator WilliamsFox will be holding an
interfaith forum in the
next few weeks, stay tuned
for a date on that event!
1
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Senator Schacht is explor
ing the benefits/problems
of having a cultural extra
curricular events in course
material. More specifically,
this revolves around what
is a good model course and
event. He is looking at best
pedagogical approaches and
will be having discussions
with the FTLC to discuss.
Senator Vandenberghe is
working with different RAs
and community councils
to start discussions on how
housing can create a more
welcoming environment for
all students. This project is
in its early stages but will
hopefully turn into a space
where conversations about
indusivity and intercultur
alism can take place.
Any and all questions
about projects can be sent to
clemonsa@mail.gvsu.edu.
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COX
CONTINUED FROM A3
buildings and encouraged the college to
continue to make strides toward becoming
more welcoming to members of the trans
community as well as the larger LGBT
community.
Cox suggested that GVSU install
software on their computers that allows
students to enter their preferred name
rather than their legal name when
registering for classes.
For a lot of trans folks, especially for
those that are transitioning and maybe
haven t changed their names yet, preferred
name policies are really great,” Cox said.
You can register with your preferred name
so your professors can see your preferred

name, and a name that is not consistent
with your identity won’t be called out in
class. It makes the pedagogical situation
a lot safer for trans students. That’s an
important policy:”
Currently, students may change their
names on Blackboard and on their student
identification cards, but they must do
so by submitting a request through the
Registrar’s Office.
Cox also encouraged GVSU to increase
the availability of spaces in which students
can educate themselves about LGBT issues.
“A lot of the discrimination that trans
folks experience is just that people don’t
know any better,” Cox said. “I think there’s
something about trans folks’ identities that
if you’re not fully comfortable with who
you are, someone coming and challenging

your ideas of what it means to be a man
or a woman can be really threatening. So
often, particularly in college, we might not
feel so secure about our manhood or our
womanhood, and trans folks challenge
that. Creating spaces where people can
talk about that and feel safe to have those
conversations (is important).’*
Cox added that, to be more welcoming
to the LGBT community, every individual
at GVSU can stand up against policies and
actions that are not inclusive or respectful
of the LGBT' community.
“In this age of social media, we don’t
have to sit idly by? she said. “We can all
have a voice. We can all say, ‘This is not
acceptable.’ Our voices can be heard if we
have the audacity to speak in our various
forms.”

ALI
CONTINUED FROM A3
to information online.
“The role of the media is
so crucial to bring the truth to
the people,” he said. “Facebook
made information possible
and accessible to many people
around the world. It made
communication possible.”
Social media also allows
the democracy experiment
to continue and gives people
hope for a better country in the
future, Younes said.
“The Arab world is the
only region in the world that
anti-democratic forces are so
strong,” he said. “It’s too soon
to tell if it will succeed or not.
The Arab world will succeed
only if the Arab people make it
succeed. They need to hold the
leaders accountable for their
actions.”

Advancement: CNN correspondent Ali Younes tells students how social media allows the
democracy experiment to continue and give many people hope for an improved country.

TRIO
CONTINUED FROM A1
and said she is thankful for the
opportunities the program has
given her.
“I’m not sure if I’d be in college
without the program,” she said.

The GVSU TRiO program uses
the Upward Bound model, which
includes after-school tutoring, as
well as summer programs, to assist
students with learning throughout
high school. The summer program
for Upward Bound lasts for six
weeks, and students stay in GVSU

LAUGHFEST
CONTINUED FROM A1
Theatre for “Our Diversity Show.” The
show featured other comedians such as
Sarah Jean Anderson, Don’t We Boys, Jan
Griffith, DK Hamilton, Dave Jones, Ben
Wilke and Marc Yaffee.
“It was such a great crowd. There was an
open bar, so l think that might have influenced
how people reacted,” Guajardo said. “All the

dorms. During the week, students
take classes from 8 a.m. until 3 p.m.
to learn about the subjects that they
will study the next year in school.
The program also offers advis ing to students about their op
tions for college and how they
will be able to pay for it. Garcia

comedians in the group did a good job. There
(were) a lot of local comedians there that I
knew and I look up to because they have been
in the game a lot longer than I have."
Performing with some of his comedian
idols came with a bit of nerves, but newly
21-year-old Guajardo said that with a little
liquid courage he was ready to perform
and even worked his way through a joke
that was no* appreciated by the audience.
“1 made a pretty terrible joke about red

GRANDE
CONTINUED FROM A3
from feeling so exposed.
With a memoir, there is no
hiding. You bare your soul
for everyone to see. But that
to me is what eventually
set me free. I feel that in
having the courage to tell
my story, I will inspire
others to tell theirs. We all
have a story to tell.”
The
inspiration
for writing the book
stemmed from Grande’s
goal to contribute to
the conversation about
immigration. She said the
topic is often addressed
just as statistics and
numbers, but many people
forget that immigrants are
human beings.
“I think for me, one
of the main reasons for
writing this book was
that I wanted to put a
human face to the issue
of
immigration,”
she
said. “I wanted people
to
understand
that
immigration affects the
entire family unit, and that
most immigrants living
in this country who have
attained the American
Dream have done so at a
great cost. I don’t have a
political agenda, nor do
I want to change people’s
minds about immigration,
but I do want people to
be more understanding,
perhaps be a bit more
compassionate
towards
our immigrant population

things, but by creating a support
system of teachers and students
that she could count on through
out high school and even today.;
GVSU students who are interest
ed in volunteering for the TRiO pro
gram as after-school tutors can visit
the website at www.gvsu.edu/ub. -t

said these sessions really changed
her opinion of college.
“I used to think only if you
have money, you can go to col
lege,” she said.
Garcia added that the sum
mer program changed her life
not only by teaching her new

heads, like not in a negative way, but nobody
laughed,” Guajardo said. “I had (written)
it the same day and I thought, ‘I will just
throw it in there.’ They laughed when I said
I wrote it that day and it flopped.”
Although the joke didn’t impress,
Guajardo continued on to finish his set
to a raucous audience. With two years of
LaughFest under his belt and countless
new experiences, he said he hopes to be
invited back in the years to come.

living in the country
today."
Grande said it took a
lot of work for her to get
where she is today, but she
has been able to overcome
the
challenges
faced
growing up in poverty in
Mexico.
“I have always been
deeply grateful for the
opportunity to come to
the U.S., and I have always
done my very best to be
the best version of myself
I can be,” she said. “I was
afraid of failure. Failure to
me was not doing anything
meaningful with my life.
I wanted my life to mean
something. I wanted the
experiences I went through
to be worth something.
Those were the things that
kept me going back then —
and they still do.”
For
students
now,
Grande said they should
choose to do something
they really love so they
can look back at their life
and see that sacrifices
made were worth it. She
added that no matter
what
circumstances
people have, they can risi
above, make something of
themselves and overcome
obstacles they encounter^:;
“All of our stories
matter,” she said. “If we
share them, we can find
a deeper understanding
and explore a deeper
truth where we can be
enlightened, a place where
we can heal.”

“I had only done stand-up like once
or twice the first time I got asked to do it
(LaughFest), so it has motivated me to do
a lot more things with my time and has
introduced me to a lot of different people
in Grand Rapids,” Guajardo said. “It is a
very interesting opportunity, especially
since LaughFest is huge in the community.
It made me feel a lot more a part of the
community than anything 1 have ever
done before.”
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Group to play series of performances to showcase unique improvisation and instrumentation in artistic musical style
BY MARY MATTINGLY
ARTS @ LANTHORN. COM

he concept of classical music is sometimes used as an
umbrella term, encompassing all genres of orchestral music
and more. The Early Music Ensemble of Grand Valley State
University, which principally plays Baroque-era music, showcases
that this is not the case.
“(Baroque music) is a different sort of classical music,” said
Kevin Flynn, cellist. “It’s not like you can generalize and say that
classical music is all we play at the (Performing Arts Center)...it
does not fit what is actually going on: each genre is different and
special and does its own thing.”
The Early Music Ensemble was founded ten years ago by Pablo
Mahave-Veglia, associate professor of cello at GVSU. The group
plays Baroque music, designated as a period of artistic style that
lasted from 1600 until the early 1700s. On March 23 at 3 p.m., the
ensemble will play a free concert in the Sherman Van Solkema
Recital Hall, which kicks off a series of performances for the group.
It will showcase the improvisation and instrumentation unique to
the Baroque era.
“One of these things this (ensemble) addresses is how music was
performed at the time, and we try to recreate that environment,”
said Mahave-Veglia, director of the group.
The ensemble uses period instruments, which include Baroque
cellos, violins, violas, a harpsichord, a lute and a theorbo — a long
necked, plucked string instrument Baroque music is notated in
Musical talents: A past group of students who once made up the Early Music Ensemble of Grand Valley State University
such a way that any number of instruments can be used to play
pose with their instruments. The group specializes, in presenting Baroque-era music, which is its own genre of classical music.
certain lines in the score.
“Baroque music (uses) a great deal of improvisation. was having a good or bad day did not have an effect on the music.” part’s minimalist style, Flynn enjoys playing Baroque music.
Composers who wrote every detail of music (were the) Brahms and
“I like the style of writing,” he said. “.. .the music has a different
Kevin Flynn, a cellist, has been an ensemble member since
Beethovens. Baroque composers weren’t that specific,” Mahave- the beginning of the 2013 fall semester. In the group, he plays a air. It’s a different feeling, listening to a Baroque ensemble instead of
Veglia said. “Compos- rs played their own music or participated Baroque cello and found that playing the instrument was quite an a symphony. Dare I say, it’s a more sensitive music, or at least very
in the performance so it was looser or a more freestyle enterprise.”
sensitive. Especially in solo repertoire — the ability to improvise,
adjustment.
Another major characteristic of this style is the use of an
“Its a different instrument and the differences aren’t subtle,” which just isn’t found anywhere else in classical music.”
accompanimental line called basso continuo. While bass Flynn said. “So that was a challenge. Listening for most importantly
The performance on Sunday will strive to be as historically
instruments play this line, chordal instruments such as the the imitation (in Baroque music), being a continuo player instead accurate as possible.
harpsichord improvise above it.
of a part of the orchestra.. .there’s really nothing like it in modem
“I have to keep in mind when attending (concerts like this)
_ On Sunday, the group will present works by Baroque composers music except the rhythm section in a jazz group. It’s sort of that this was the vernacular for these people (living in the Baroque
sflth as Antonio Vivaldi and Antonio Corelli.
becoming a different player.”
era),” Mahave-Veglia said. “The music was regular and normal and
“The composers are not that important — its something that
As a continuo player, he typically plays one note during a piece. everybody was well-versed in its practice.”
is very different from more current music or even Romantic
“I don’t have much room for improvisation, but (soloists) can
In a way, Sunday’s concert will be a way to step back in time, if
music,” Mahave-Veglia said. “We think of music by Beethoven as do some fun things with range, voice leading — those sorts of just for an hour and a half.
ajj extension of his autobiography.. .In Baroque times, this was not things are left up to the performer,” Flynn said.
“It’ll be a fun concert,” Flynn said. “There will continue to be
thought to be relevant. A good composer could write music in a
He will get to try his hand at improvisation when playing a exciting things happening with the Early Music Ensemble.”
genre that fit audience and performer expectations. Whether he sonata for cello and continuo at an upcoming concert. Despite his
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Visiting Congolese speaker to give presentations in French
Kama Sywor Kamanda to participate in three events, offer students new perspective on Africa
BY DAVID SPECHT
DSPECHT@LANTHORN.COM

he French language is often recognized as
one of the most beautiful spoken languages
worldwide. Literature-loving
Lakers
who are fluent in the language of love have the
opportunity to attend a series of events that
involve both French and poetry.
*.*,
Wnamdagm awarcH#ftjping
Congolese French language po£t and wrifef, will
be visiting Grand Valley State University later this
month for a number of events that focus on his
life and work. On Monday at 6 p.m., Kamanda
will host a poetry reading - entirely in French
- at the Loosemore Auditorium in the DeVos
Center on the Pew Campus.
The following morning, Kamanda will visit
the Allendale Campus to lead a talk on the
Democratic Republic of Congo. The presentation
begins at 11 a.m. in room 2250 of the Kirkhof
Center and will be given in French, but it will
also be translated to English. Both of Kamanda’s
appearances at GVSU are free and open to the
public.
Kamandas stop in West Michigan was
made possible by the support of a number
of departments and organizations at GVSU,

T

including the modern languages and literatures Congo due to his political activities. Existing
department, the College of Liberal Arts and in an interminable state of exile, Kamanda has
Sciences, the Office of Multicultural Affairs, continuously travelled the world attending
Brooks College of Interdisciplinary Studies, conferences and hosting poetry readings, and
Padnos International Center, African and in 1985, he founded the African Association of
African-American area studies, and the political
Writers.
science and English departments.
As a novelist, poet and storyteller, Kamanda
One such supporter who helped land the has produced an impressive body of literary
^^asi^tb#lk CaU.a GVSU French pcotesso^ work, incl^Jfi^Keveral^v^U» several hundred *
nr&eh section coordinator, who has been * stories, arid -more than axftfcen anthologies of
working on Kamandas poetry and tales for years.
poetry. His work focuses on the affliction of living
She is also in the process of completing a book on
in exile and solitude, while also demonstrating an
his works.
ardent revelry of love. According to Kamanda,
“His original tales are wonderfully imaginative his poetry speaks of men and women from all
and depict a little-known Africa,” Cata said. “He continents that fight for a real and just humanism
is a proud African, proud of Africa’s traditions where their dreams can become realities. He
and beauties. He can offer students a new outlook believes his writing is poetry of life, love, hope
on Africa.”
and the exaltation of values that encourage the
Bom in the Democratic Republic of Congo blossoming of the individual within a community
in 1952, Kamanda published his first collection where harmony depends upon the contribution
of stories at the age of 15. After attending the of each member.
University de Kinshasa and the University of
Apart from his talks, Kamanda will be the
Li£ge to study an array of disciplines such as
law, literature, philosophy and political science,
Kamanda worked as a journalist and helped to
establish the Union of Congolese Writers.
In 1977, Kamanda was forced to leave the
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guest of honor at the French Melodies event on
March 26 in the Cook-DeWitt Center on the
Allendale Campus. Beginning at 6 p.m., the night
will feature students, faculty and members of
the community reciting poems, singing French
songs and playing French musical pieces. Cata
said Kamanda will recite his pieces in French, but
organizers of the event are preparing a bilingual
program in.»rder to include English-speaking
attendees.
So while French-speaking Lakers in particular
may be able to appreciate the presentations
a bit more than other students, the English
translations available at the events will make the
experience accessible to all.
Cata said the lessons that can be learned by
listening to Kamanda speak are worthwhile to
students of any discipline.
“Kamanda is a great poet and received many
literary prizes over the years,” she said. “He can
be a model of success and an inspiration for
students.”

ARTS EVENTS

jther warming up. moie and mar
few events to check out this weekend whi
3/20 LANGUAGES DAY
GRAND RIVER ROOM 10 A.M.-8 P.M.
LIB100/201 APPROVED EVENT

3/22 0UT000R FARMERS MARKET
435 IONIA AVE SW 9A M.-1 PM.
WWW.OOWNTOWNMARKETGR.COM

3/20 REGINA CARTER. JAZZ VIOIINIST
ROYCE AUOITORIUM 24 RANSOM AVE NE. 7:30
STUDENT TICKETS $10.00
WWW.SCMCONLINE.ORG

3/22 EARMERS MARKET WINTER MARKET
FULTON STREET. 10 A M l PM.
3/22 WE THE KINGS AT THE INTERSECTION
133 GRANDVILLE AVE.SW.
DOORS OPEN 6:30 PM,
$23 00 OAV OF SHOW
WWW.SECIIOIIIIVE.COM

3/21 UNClf TRACKER AT (HE INTFHStCIION
133 GRANOVIllE AVE.SW
DOORS OPEN 6.30 P.M.
WWW.SECEIONllVE.COM
3/20 MEMORIES OF AlIEN
MAEHAIS AETEN'S EUROPEAN TRAVEES
DEVOS CENTER DM. 102E 5 6:30 PM

3/23 BELIYOANCERS' SWAMP MEEI
7 JfffERSONSE.il AM, 4 PM.
WWW BEELYDANCEGRANDRAPIDS COM

3/20 23 JEWISH THEATRE PRESENTS
DRIVING MISS. DAISY' 8 P.M
SPECTRUM THEATRE 160 EOUNTAIN NE
STUDENT TICKETS S5.00
WWW.ACTORSATSPECTRUM.ORG

3/23 OEM! EAVATO AT VAN ANDEL ARENA
130 WEST FOITON 7 PM
TICKETS START AT $37.50
WWW.VANANOEEARENA.COM

3/21-23 GRAND RAPIOS SYMPHONY SYMPHONY 1001
303 MONROE AVE NW.8PM.
TICKETS START $18 00
WWWOEVOSPERFORMANCEHAEl.COM
•• • • ••
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Wrestling club places
fifth at NCWAs
The
Grand
Valley
State University club
wrestling team placed
fifth as a team over the
weekend at the NCWA
Championships in Allen,
Texas.
GVSU had a trio of AllAmericans in the event.
Senior Kyle Horr took
second in the 141-pound
final, sophomore Gabriel
Stepanovich placed fifth
at 149, while sophomore
Eric Dietz took seventh at
174.

Bmgnoni nabs
weekly GLIAC honor
Senior first baseman
Giancarlo Brugnoni of
the Grand Valley State
University baseball team
has been named the GLIAC’s first Baseball Player
of the Week this season.
Brugnoni, who also
garnered
the
confer
ence's first Player of the
Week award last spring,
has been off to an im
pressive start through 14
games in 2014.
He leads the confer
ence with five home
runs and 13 walks, while
his slugging percentage
(.878) is also the highest
in the conference by 264
points.
GVSU (9-5) will com
pete at Hillsdale College
tonight before hosting
its first four home games
of the year this weekend
at Davenport Universi
ty's indoor facility.

Taylor named GUAC
Player of the Week
Senior
shortstop
Briauna Taylor has been
named the GLIAC Softball Player of the Week
after getting off to a hot
start in the batter's box
this season.
Taylor, who is batting
.442, has eight multi-hit
games so far in 2014. She
leads the GLIAC in home
runs (six), RBIs (29), and
total bases (45).
, ,
Her 23 hits and 18
runs rank as the third
most in the conference.
The Livonia Franklin
High School product is
fourth in GVSU all-time
history in home runs,
RBIs and total bases.
GVSU (11-4) will host
its first four games of the
season this weekend at
Davenport
University's
indoor facility on Friday
and Sunday.

GLIAC

STANDINGS
BASEBALL

Today at Hillsdale
11 a.m.
Friday vs WSU 4 p.m.
Saturday vs WSU
10:30 a.m.
Saturday vs WSU
1 p.m.
Monday vs Northwood
3 p.m.
Wednesday vs Hillsdale
10 a.m.
Wednesday vs Hillsdale
12:30 p.m.
SOFTBALL

Friday vs Malone
4 p.m.
Friday vs Malone
6 p.m.
Sunday vs Ashalnd
5 p.m.
Sunday vs Ashland
7 p.m.
Wednesday at UWP
4 p.m.
Wednesday at UWP
6 p.m.
MEN'STENNIS

Saturday at MTU
10 a.m.
Sunday at LSSU
10 a.m.

Legacy: Head coach Doug "Doc" Woods has announced he will retire after 38 years at Grand Valley State University, with 24 years being the Laker softball
coach. He has joined only 16 other coaches in NCAA Division II history to cross the 800-win threshold. Woods will retire after the spring season in 2014.

Legendary softball coach to retire after more than 800 victories, 38 years at GV
BY PETE BARROWS
ASSISTANTSPORTS @ LANTHORN.COM

An attendant rolls a toothpick between his teeth
as he patiently waits in the room lodged between
the Lanthorn office and the S.O.C. that resembles a
fishbowl, drifting on sound and casting into static.
In the room with one window, one door coated
in indie band bumper stickers and one office chair
hunkered in front of a radio soundboard, the atten
dant waits and wades through WCKS Whale stu
dent radio liners aired between innings of softball
color commentary and play-by-play.
As he drifts, head bobbing, he is pulled from his
seat and a passing glance as an emphatic call floats
in all the way from the Grand Valley State Univer
sity softball field, across parking lot pavement, un
knowingly past intermingled students in line at the
lobby coffee shop and in through a pair of rubber
headphones on a lazy Friday afternoon in April:
“There’s a fly into service, it might fall for a hit...
NO! Doug Woods gets his 800th career victory at

Grand Valley State with a 4-2 victory over the Ohio
Dominican Panthers!”
Back at the field tucked in behind the Kelly
Family Sports Center, GVSU softball coach Doug
“Doc” Woods has secured his place in Laker lore.
Only 16 coaches in NCAA Division II history
have ever crossed the 800-win threshold, yet the
man — dressed in a GVSU polo tucked into his
trousers, a pair of oval glasses at the end of his nose
and hair flecked with gray tucked underneath a
black “GV” hat — arising from the dugout for a
curtain call appears much less a grizzled manager
and much more a gentle, fatherly fisherman hum
bly displaying a long-awaited catch.
After 38 years at GVSU and 24 as the institutions
softball coach, Woods will retire upon the comple
tion of the 2014 season this spring — leaving more
time to fish — as one of the most accomplished
coaches in Division II history and an indelible
cornerstone
of the Laker
SEE DOC ON A9
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Utility man Abel to reach base often for GV
BY LUCAS RAINS
LRAINS@LANTHORN.COM

jaseball is more than just long-balls and
.strikeouts. Every team needs a guy who is
'able to do the little things: earn walks, work
the count, and move base runners. Junior designated
hitter Jesse Abel is just that for the Grand Valley State
University baseball team.
Abel, a 22-year-old native of Bethalto, Ill., is simply
focused on what he can do for the No. 12 GVSU squad.
“I don’t really set goals for myself’ he said. “I’d
rather have the team do well. I want to win a National
Championship. I don’t really want to set a number on
batting average or doubles or anything. I just want to
help the team out anyway I can.”
In 14 starts so far this season, Abel is batting a
whopping .479 with two doubles, one home run and
nine RBIs. He’s also slugging .583 while only striking
out a total of six times in 48 at-bats.
Abel has been primarily hitting in the No. 2 spot in
2014 because of his knack to get on base.
“Hitting my pitch instead of a pitcher’s pitch is my
mindset,” he said. “If it’s early in the count on the out
side corner, I’m not really going to swing at that pitch.
I’m just looking for a pitch I can handle.”
GVSU head coach Jamie Detillion praised Abel
for his ability to do the little things.
“He’s become a very productive hitter,” Detillion
said. “He goes deep in the count, he draws walks, and
he moves base runners. As a head coach, it’s easy for
me to put him at the top of the lineup.”
In his first year at GVSU last season, Abel batted
.327 with a team-high .473 on-base percentage. His
postseason play was even more impressive, especially
in the NCAA Division II College World Series.
He hit .357 with two runs, two RBIs and a triple to
earn a spot on the College World Series All-Tourna
ment Team.
GVSU assistant coach Del Young credits Abel’s
work ethic and mindset at the dish for most of his

Good eye: Junior player Jesse Abel prepares for a pitch during an at-bat. Abel has started 14 times so
far this season with a .479 batting average with two doubles, one home run and nine RBIs.

successes.
“He doesn’t really take an at-bat offT Young said.
“He finds a way to do something quality for the team
each and every time up. It’s not just about getting a hit
or worrying about his batting average, it’s just trying
to be productive with his at-bats, and right now, it’s
paying off.
Before GVSU, Abel played at Lincoln Trail Junior
College, where he struck out just six times in 141 plate
appearances in 2011. In 2012, he received a medical
redshirt for a tom labrum. Fortunately, he signed at
GVSU before the injury happened. He was first told
the recovery would take around seven months, but he
was able to get back in just three.

“It did take some time (to get back),” Abel said. “It!
never affected my swing, so I knew I would be good!
on that front. It wasn’t really too much to overcome." !
The quick recovery allowed Abel to come back;
and make a big impact on the second half of last sea-;;
son for the Lakers.
TS
“He just started working hard every day in prac-!
tice,” Detillion said. “That led to us putting him in the!
lineup, and then he went on a roll. He was outstand-;
ing last year once he got his chance and took full ad*;
vantage of it”
Abel and the Lakers will look to improve their 9-5!
record tonight in a nine-inning matchup at Hillsdale!
College.

Lakers to wear, donate No. 32 jerseys in honor of five-sport alumnus i
BY JAY BUSHEN
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM

The Grand Valley State University
football team will cap off its spring prac
tice schedule with the 2014 Spring Foot
ball Classic, an event in the Kelly Family
Sports Center at noon on April 12.
The event which will air live on
ESPN 96.1 with interviews from coach
es and players, will be in honor of for
mer Laker great Jamie Hosford. All
proceeds will be donated to the Helen
DeVos Children’s Hospital.

GVSU associate athletic director for
marketing, Doug Lipinski, said moving
the event inside will allow more fans to
get involved without having to worry
about weather conditions.
“We had contacted the Helen DeVos
Children’s Hospital and we wanted to
tie the spring game into a nonprofit and
make this a community event,” Lipinski
said.
Admission is $5. Those in attendance
will receive a free t-shirt
The entire GVSU football team will

SUPPORT STUDENT MEDIA

wear a commemorative practice jer
sey with the number 32 printed on it
to honor Hosford, who recently passed
away at 58 after a battle with cancer.
“It’s going to be a special day in a lot
of different aspects, a way for Grand
Valley football to give back,” head coach
Matt Mitchell said.
Hosford, a five-sport athlete from
1973-1976, had one of the most storied
careers in the history of GVSU Athlet
ics. He earned 12 varsity letters: four in
football, four in wrestling, two in base

vauiv

ball, one in golf, and one in track.
His impact on the Laker program!
was felt long after he graduated.
“Our football alumni association;
might be one of the stronger ones in Df- ’
vision II,” Mitchell said. “What they d0!
for us financially is tremendous - and he!
spearheaded that organization.
“He was the architect for a lot of that;
What he’s done for our football program;
since he graduated has been unSEE FOOTBALL ON AT,
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Lakers skate toward fourth straight title appearance
G V travels to Boston for ACHA
Division II Nationals after a
month of no competition
BY ADAM KNORR
AKNORR@LANTHORN.COM

Peaking at the right time can lead a team
to unmatched postseason success. Peaking
too early can lead to the early demise of a tal
ented team. But what happens when a team
peaks at the end of the season, then takes
a break from competition for more than a
month?
4 That’s what the Grand Valley State Uni
versity men’s club hockey team will have
to figure out on Friday at the New England
Sports Center in Marlborough, Mass.
“I’m really concerned about our first
game,” GVSU head coach Mike Forbes said.
“We’re not real sharp in practice at this point
because there’s a lot of boredom, so I think
there’s going to be a lot of excitement. It’ll
just be a matter of us trying to simplify things
and get into a flow from there.”
GVSU (20-7-1) hasn’t played since Feb. 15
when it beat Central Michigan University 115. The Lakers were winning with regularity
before that game, too, with victories in nine
of their last 11 games of the regular season.
However, once the playoffs begin, there
won’t be a grace period to get back into the

swing of things. Playoffs simply don’t allow
for that kind of thing.
“You need a lot of character,” junior cap
tain Matt Smartt said. “You’re going to expe
rience the highest of highs and the lowest of
lows.
“You have to be able to stay even-keeled
and bounce back when you need to, along
with riding the momentum when you need
to.
Smartt and the Lakers know a thing or two
about postseason success — they have played
in the ACHA Division II National Champi
onship game for three straight seasons.
The Lakers captured their only title in that
span in 2011, besting Michigan State Univer
sity 6-1. GVSU’s fortunes changed in 2012
and 2013, however, as the team lost both
championship games.
For the seniors, the 2014 playoffs repre
sent one last chance to repeat their champi
onship success from their freshman year.
“It’s always an exhilarating time of year,”
said senior Nick Heinrich, a staple of the On a break: Brad Wilhelm (9) maneuvers through the line of Wayne State University early in
Laker blue line. “It’s what we’ve been playing the season. Wilhelm and the Lakers look to advance in the ACHA tournament this weekend.
for all season. I believe it’s championship or
bust.
Regardless of first-game results, GVSU reckoned with.
“We aren’t accepting anything less than a will face off against New Hampshire Techni
If the top-seeded Lakers win their pool,
ring at this point.”
cal Institute on Saturday and Northern Ari they will be slated for a spot in the semifinal
The quest for a ring will begin in pool play zona University on Sunday.
game on Monday.
against Liberty University, a sizable team
The three foes will all be new competition
They will just have to prove they didn’t
chock-full of Canadian talent capable of for GVSU but, as the Lakers know, any team peak too soon.
causing matchup problems for GVSU.
that has made it to this stage is a force to be

FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
paralleled in the sport”
The commemorative jer
seys can be purchased for $25.
Both the proceeds and the jer
seys will be donated to the hos
pital and delivered by the team.
Fans can either make the
donation at the event or by
calling 331-3200.
Hosford was a two-time allOn a run: The Grand Valley State University football team
American whose 3,157 career
practices over the summer.
rushing yards were the most
in school history from 1976- rushing list.
announced soon.
2002. He set seven individual
“After talking to his family,
GVSU finished its 2013
records during his career.
we decided it’s a great way to campaign as the No. 3 team
The former fullback rushed honor Jamie and a great op in the final American Football
for more than 100 yards 14 portunity to raise money for Coaches Association (AFCA)
times in his career — the third the kids while honoring one of poll. The team is now the winmost in school history. He also the great Lakers,” Lipinski said.
ningest in the history of college
ran for 212 yards against SagiThere will be giveaways at football with an 874-305-42
the event
of sponsor all-time record (.7330057^ af
Countryside .©henhouse of ter moving past die University
Allendale. MoflttLtails will be of Michigan.
' "

Now hiring undergraduates
for 2014-2015. Starting pay is
$8.60/hour. Applications
due by March 24th.

High school phenom
adapts quickly at GV
Freshman leads lacrosse team with nine goals
BY STEVEN GARBER
SGARBER@LANTHORN.COM

Joining a new team as a freshman can be
a lot like being thrown in a cool pool: you’re
left there to get warm while those around
you have already gotten used to it.
First-year midfielder Ryan Skomial of
the Grand Val
ley State University women's
r

just in a similar way so far
in 2014 — but
she is certainly
warming
up
to the level of
NCAA Division
II play more
quickly
than
SKOMIAL
most.
Skomial, who
has found the back of the net nine times in
2014, is GVSU’s leading goal scorer through
seven games.
“She’s trying to adapt where her style
fits our style,” head coach Alicia Groveston
said. “But the future is very bright for that
kid.”
Before she was recruited to play at
GVSU, Skomial had quite the career at
Hartland High School in Howell, Mich. She
scored 277 goals while at HHS — more than
any other girl’s lacrosse player in Michigan
history. Perhaps rightfully so, she earned a
first-team all-American accolade as a se
nior.
“I knew she was destined for something
really great,” Groveston said. “She’s dedi
cated to the sport. She’s dedicated to getting
better, and being able to put that time and
effort outside of the field is exactly what we
want to have from our student athletes.”
When time came for Skomial to make
decisions about where she’d be playing at
the next level, she admittedly relished the
opportunity to play with a coach she had

known and respected for years.
“She’s a fabulous coach and that’s what
really drew me here — her personality is
very magnetic,” Skomial said.
Skomial’s drive and determination stem
from her competitive nature.
She said she hates losing, even in Jeop
ardy games in class. On game days, music
helps keep her focused. Real focused.
,
“Don’t mess with me; I’m in game mode,”
she says.
SkomiaJ is, also learning qew ways Jo
make an impact. She is currently focusing on
other aspects of the game, like draw controls
and 50-50 balls. She has the most draw con
trols on the Laker squad with 19, accounting
for more than 29 percent of the team total.
However, GVSU (2-5) is still looking for
ways to consistently click so far this season.
The Lakers came in with high expecta,tions after winning the first-ever GLIAC
Championship in 2013. The main goal at
the beginning of the year was to be nation
ally recognized, but those aspirations have
since been adjusted.
The team has dropped each of its last
three games. Another loss would equal the
longest losing streak in its three-year history.
“We need to play as the sum of 25, ver
sus the 25 individual parts,” Groveston said.
“That’s the vision we’re changing. We’ve
played brilliantly at moments. We’ve seen
what we can do, we’re just not doing it con
sistently.
“The expectations are high here, and
they’re high for everyone.”
The team has since simplified its aspi
rations: just win. Cohesiveness, not talent,
seems to be the issue. The problem is not
the ability of the team, but the team’s ability.
As Skomial grows more comfortable in
her role and with her team, the focus for her
is trust. Not only in her abilities, but also
the abilities for her fellow players.
“I have absolute trust and faith in my
team, and I can guarantee we are going to
click,” she said. “Grand Valley has absolute
ly become my family.”

THEME OF THE WEEK

If you are interested in becoming a
consultant, please complete our
application for employment located at
www.gvsu.edu/speechlab
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Senior duo set to lead seasoned GV team!
BY TATE BAKER
TBAKER@l_ANTHORN.COM

Whether they were sit
ting next to each other in a
crammed van on the way to
away meets, posting up in the
library for countless hours be
fore exams, or having each oth
er’s back on the court, fellow se
nior teammates Lexi Rice and
Niki Shipman have been right
alongside one another since
their freshman year.
The lone seniors on Grand
Valley State University’s wom
ens tennis team began their
collegiate careers as doubles
partners and have strength
ened their relationship on and
off the court ever since.
“When you’re a team, or rath
er someones partner, it becomes
a family. Being in the same class,
we became really dose,” Shipman said. “A lot of hours spent
on road trips together and lots of
memories made.”

Shipman and Rice burst
onto the scene in 2010 when
head coach John Black dedded
to pair the two on the court It
was a decision that paid off for
Black, as the pair went 43-10 in
doubles competition in their
first two seasons with the team.
“They did a great job play
ing together when they first
came in,” Black said. “They es
tablished a connection on the
court right away that translated
to quite a few victories over
those two years they were part
ners.”
In their junior season, Black
decided to shuffle his roster
around to better distribute the
talent on his doubles teams.
Still, those two seasons
helped both players strengthen
their individual talents and oncourt personas.
“We’ve definitely grown
together in the past couple
of years,” Rice said. “Being in

the same class, you tend to
go through some of the same
things as competitors, and
we’ve both been there for each
other to motivate and push one
another.”
As a result, the Laker duo
has excelled at GVSU both in
singles and doubles play. Shipman and Rice became regu
lars on the All-GLIAC list in
their first three seasons with
the team. Shipman has earned
All-GLIAC honors in all three
seasons, while Rice garnered
All-GLIAC Honorable Men
tion plaudits as a freshman and
as a junior.
“They have made several
adjustments throughout both
of their careers that have al
lowed them to have several
successful seasons,” Black said.
“Now that they are seniors,
they lead by example and have
developed into great leaders.”
Their focus not only is seen

on the tennis court, but also
in the classroom. In her fresh
man and sophomore season,
Shipman earned both ITA and
GLIAC All-Academic honors.
Rice also earned GLIAC AllAcademic honors as a sopho
more.
“It wasn’t easy, that’s for cer
tain,” Shipman said. “I really
had some difficult years dealing
with the work load of being a
student-athlete, but it has defi
nitely paid off. You really don’t
have a choice but to be focused
in both aspects.”
Shipman and Rice have less
than two months left of their
Laker careers. The team hasn’t
made it to the NCAA Division II With gusto: Senior Lexi Rice forehands the ball during a
Sweet 16 since 2011, but this year doubles match against Wayne State University.
could be different.
'j
of making a run in the national go out with a bang.”
With no freshmen or soph
Their senior campaign con
tournament,” Rice said. “We
omores on the eight-player
haven’t felt that in what seems tinues on April 10 when GVSU:
roster, the duo has a chance to
like a long time. For both of us, travels across town for a matchL
spark a deep postseason push.
-•
it being our last year, we want to up at Hope College.
“We want that feeling again

DOC
CONTINUED FROM A7
athletic program.
Although when Doc was hired on as a head athletic trainer
in 1976, few at GVSU, perhaps not even Doc, could have known
what had been set in motion the moment he’d been reeled
aboard.
“I went to school with a kid at Toledo who was hired on with
the athletic department of this school up in Michigan, and I
jokingly told him ‘when you hire a full-time athletic trainer, let
me know,” he said. “He did, and that’s how I ended up here, but
when I started as an athletic trainer, I had no idea whatsoever
that I would drift into the coaching ranks.”
For 22 years, Woods operated as the head athletic trainer at
GVSU and affectionately took on the nickname “Doc,” but in 1991,
after a string of three different part-time interim softball coaches in
three years, the narrative shifted for both Woods and GVSU.
Woods had been a pitcher in high school — “not a good
one,” but a pitcher — so when the opportunity arose to pitch for
an expanded role in the expanding program, he never hesitated.
“There wasn’t much stability in the softball program and
to be quite honest, I was tired of covering spring football by
that time,” Woods said. “So I told the AD, Mike Kovalchik at
the time, I said, ‘Hey Mike, I can coach that sport.’ He sort of
laughed, but the next day he came and said, ‘Hey, can you do it
for one year?’ and I said yeah.
“That became 24 years.”
For eight seasons from 1991 to 1999, Woods operated in a
dual-role as head athletic trainer and head softball coach, but
throughout the first decade of his tenure as a skipper, there were
still few at GVSU who could have realized the magnitudeof the
impact Woods would have on the program.
Especially after his very first game at the helm. Up early,
Woods pulled a ‘Major League Baseball’ tact and traded his
starting pitcher with his closer to get out of a jam. His closer
promptly gave up a double and triple, and GVSU lost the game.
“Oh good golly, there was a learning curve,” Woods said. “I
realized then that with pitching and a lot of other aspects that
this wasn’t quite the same game as baseball, and it’s taken time
to learn it all.
“That said, I think we had players in the program that were
enjoying playing and enjoying being with the sport, we did not
have a big attrition rate with players leaving. Then we did start
winning a little bit, and that always helps.”
Woods entered his 24th and final season 870 wins later with
a 69.2 winning percentage and two World Series appearances
— a second-place finish in 2002 and a third-place finish in
2013. Only Joan Bond, GVSU’s volleyball coach of 26 years, has
had a longer tenure with the Lakers.
From the time he started at Grand Valley State College, a
school of around 6,000 students, under the direction of Arend
Lubbers, GVSU’s ascension has been well documented. Today,
more than 24,000 students are enrolled in the university, and
the Laker softball squad is ranked No. 3 in the nation.
“I’ve enjoyed my career at GVSU, and I’ve enjoyed seeing
the growth of the school and all of the changes going in a posi
tive direction,” Woods said. “You hope for it, and at that time
President Lubbers, a great visionary, I’m sure he had a gleam
in his eye that the school would get to there as I had
that
the softball program would continue to grow — but you never
could have expected it to be what it is today.”
What’s been less documented is Woods’ role in GVSU’s rise.
When current athletic director Tim Selgo was hired, it was
Doc who placed the call.
“I’m here at Grand Valley in large part because of Doug,”
Selgo said. “I signed on with Toledo in April of 1976 on a bas
ketball scholarship. That summer, I attended orientation and I
met the trainer of the basketball program at the time and it was
Doug Woods. Then when I got there as a student in the fall, we
had this other guy as our trainer.
; “I remember asking ‘what happened to the guy with the
glasses?’ and they said he went to be a head trainer at a school
up in Michigan. Low and behold, 20 years later, Doug was on
the search committee to find an AD when 1 got hired, and hes
the one that placed a call to me to ask me if I’d be interested.
Without that call, who knows, I might not have been here, and
this has been such a great run for me and my family.
“I owe that to Doug.”
When Jenn Mackson, the most accomplished pitcher in
GVSU and GLIAC softball history, was scouting for schools, it
was Woods who cast a line.
“I wasn’t really recruited all that much, and Doc had seen
me at a tournament, I guess, and he wanted me to come out for
a visit,” Mackson said. “I honestly didn’t know anything about
Grand Valley, not even the name, but my parents said I should
at least go out to look and see. Doc was the reason that I came.
“When I got there, he was very welcoming and such a genu
ine person. The campus added to that, but he had a lot of belief
in me as a pitcher and had me convinced.
When Katie Martin, the most accomplished hitter in GVSU
and GLIAC softball history, needed a little reassurance on her
school selection, Doc made an appearance.
“I played field hockey in high school, and he came to one
of my games before he signed for me, Martin said. Here he
is in the midst of recruiting season, coming to watch a sport I
was never going to play in college, and I thought that was really
special. I’m sure he had his reasons, but it made an impact on
me right away.
“He cared.”
Perhaps fate defines Woods’ career, and everything fell into
place exactly as it was intended like a feather in the breeze in a
Tom Hanks flick. Although, Doc’s legacy was not chiseled out
••

• ♦ •♦

A legend: Head coach Doug ‘Doc’ Woods talks to his softball team before practice this season. Woods, who has been with the
softball team for 24 years and with the school for 38, announced his retirement after this season.

by accident or defined by only one of the many hats that he’s
worn.
Woods — a recruiter well-known for not only his knack for
discovering good athletes, but also good people — has often
predicated success on chemistry.
A third-base coach in every game he’s coached, Woods
would mutter an occasional exclamatory like “fiddle farts” after
an error to keep the game light; Doc had a feel for the moment
and knew who needed what coaching when.
In the dugout, Woods was never found without a cherry
cough drop in his mouth and would gladly share them with
words of wisdom lovingly known as “Docisms” if need be.
Words like “if God wanted you out after midnight, he’d have
put a headlight on your forehead.”
Woods fed his team with pie and ice cream after big games
and doled out hugs after triumphs and defeats. He has been a
father figure to many, and a father figure that cared.
“Doc is an incredible coach, person, and he exemplifies all
that is GVSU softball,” Mackson said. “He knows how to moti
vate, he knew what would light a fire under us, he’s great at read
ing people and recruiting, he’s truly passionate for the game and
is more than just a coach — he’s a father figure for everyone.
“He cares about your softball, but even more about your wok
in the classroom, your real life, and it’s genuine. He’s so support
ive of everything you do and wants you to be successful, which
makes you want to work that much harder.”
What’s next for Doc and Linda, his wife of 43 years, remains
to be seen, although for the first time in nearly a quarter cen
tury, his summer won’t be filled with weekend recruiting visits.
He will return to teach again the next two years as a member
of the athletic training program faculty, but he promises not to
interfere with softball from afar.
For now, hes content to focus on the season at hand, as is his team.
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“This is Doc’s final season, and we want to make it a good ‘
one for him, but at the same time, we have to stay focused and •
keep playing our best,” sophomore ace Sara Andrasik said. •
“He’ll be missed, but we know the bar Doc has set, and we’ll j
work to keep his legacy going this season and beyond.”
Of all the accomplishments Doc has achieved during his’,
tenure, not included in the list is an NCAA World Series title, j
and a swan song title run to cap a fairy tale career isn’t a requi- j
site conclusion to cement his legacy.
;
Then again, maybe it was fate that Woods traveled along a ‘
pipeline from Toledo, recruited some of the best administrativeJ
and student-athlete talent in program history, coached storied
teams and redefined a softball program stride for stride with a I
growing school.
Maybe it was fate that yours truly got called in on that April \
13th, Friday afternoon to record a softball broadcast with no J
expectations — and ended up being privy to Woods’ 800th win. j
And as bittersweet as the retirement is, maybe it’s just an- <
other defining instance of an individual that was not only in«
the right place at the right time, but the right person for the job.;
That’s the legend of Doc Woods.
“I’m going to miss the college students — they keep you J
young, even when you get into your sixties — and I’ll miss the |
day-to-day relationships with the players,” he said. “I missed •
those relationships when I moved on from athletic training, j
and I’ll miss them just the same moving on from softball, but;
it’s time.
“As much as I will miss it, it’s time, I can see that, and I like!
to think I made my time here count. I hope they would say that!
Doc, he cared about his players in the program and tried to help!
them as much as he could, both on and off the field, during his;
time here, and even though I won’t be around to coach after this \
year, that doesn’t mean I won’t be watching.”

Visit lanthorn.com/housing to find your perfect fit
We make it that easy!
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY

MARKETPLACE
Employment

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460

classif ieds@lanthorn.com

Subleaser needed for
negotiable terms, May
2014-April 2015. May can be
freel Also move in date can
be negotiated! Sometime be
tween May and August! Mys
tic Woods in Allendale. $425
per month, can negotiate, in
cludes free wifi, cable, cov
ered parking, 1 room avail
able, your own bathroom!
peiserta@mail.gvsu.edu

Looking for a female to take
over my lease at the Copper
Beech townhomes. This is a
3 bedroom/3.5 bathroom
townhome you will be shar
ing with 2 other awesome
girls! Rent is 440 per month.
This lease is a 12 month
lease starting in June. If you
are interested please contact
me at 269-953-6327 as soon
as possible!

Looking for a sublease from
May-August 2014 at Copper
Beech. 4 bedroom/4.5
bathroom townhouse. The
other 3 bedrooms will be
occupied over the summer.
The rent is $450/month plus
utilities. I am willing to pay
utilities bills (gas/electric/wa
ter) for the months the sub
lease is there. Cable and wifi
provided. Let me know if
you’re
interested!
boerkoed@mail.gvsu.edu

I am looking for a place near
the Allendale GVSU campus.
If the rent is under $425, that
works for me. Below $400
Subleaser wanted from
would be better though. I am May-July in Mystic Woods.
going to be attending GVSU
Your own bedroom, bath
in the Fall of this year, 2014,
room, covered parking, free
and staying until the end of
cable and Internet. Rent is
the Winter semester of 2015. $415 utilities, but I am willing
Other preferences: all girls,
to pay $50/month so rent
Christian, do not party. Any
would be $365 Utilities. I will
lease starting after July 2014 also cover security deposit.
would work best, but if it is
Would be
earlier, that might be alright
living with 2 other guys. Con
too. Also, I will be a Junior
tact me at
next year, but I am totally
bozzoc@mail.gvsu.edu and
willing to live with Sopho
we can talk details.
mores, or even Freshmen,
but most freshmen are in
dorms.
If you are looking for one
Looking for a female roomate
more roommate that
to sublease for a 3
matches my preferences,
bedroom/3.5 bathroom
please contact me! I cannot
townhome. You will be with
attend GVSU if I do not find a two awesome girls! Rent is
place near the campus. You 440 a month with free cable
can contact me by email:
and the lease is from June to
bhaggerl 294@gmail.com,
June. Please contact me
and if it sounds like it could
ASAP if you are interested.
work out, I will give my
Text or call me at
2699536327!
phone number.

Hey GVSU students, West
Fulton Dairy Queen is hiring.
We offer a friendly fun
environment and a flexible
schedule, but do require
some weekends.
Apply today via
http://www.docs.google.com
/uc?export=download&id=OB
_Y66JW16agyYzY0ZWVhN2
YtMDcOMSOOYjU5LTIINjltZG
RhMDdlM2M5MzMz and
Two people needed to sub
mail or drop off your applica lease furnished townhouse in
tion to 950 Fulton St. West
Copper Beech May 2014 Grand Rapids Mi 49504 Attn July 2014. 2 bedroom, 2.5
Jason Nowak
bathroom. Free cable, water,
parking, washer, dryer.
$527/month per person.
Housing
Contact Katie Ary at
aryk@mail.gvsu.edu or
616-481-2153.
Looking for a female sub
lease ASAP Feb-Aug @ North
Campus Townhomes off
Lake Michigan Dr. Across
from GVSU entrance. Walk
ing distance from two bus
stops. 3 bedrooms 2 bath
rooms. The room is
unfurnished with a shared
bathroom, full kitchen, living
room, laundry room with
washer and dryer internet
and cable. Rent is 385$ a
month
(negotiable). Utilities not in
cluded. Please contact Shanell for further information at
(586)-690-0240 or by email at
hodgess@mail.gvsu.edu

AND STAFF some restrictions apply

I am looking for someone to
take over my lease for the
2014- 2015 school year from
Juy-July. The townhouse is
in Copper Beech (4 BR, 4.5
Bath). You would have your
own spacious besroom and
bathroom and live with 3
other nice girls! The rent is
around $425/ month (includ
ing water) and there is also
an electric bill. If interested
please email me at beamishp@mail.gvsu.edu

Miscellaneous
West Fulton Dairy Queen is
opening March 7th. Show us
your GVSU ID and we'll give
you 10% off so you can treat
yourself to something good.
We look forward to seeing
you then!

CAMPUS
VIEW

Whether you want to rent a
cake or have your own, we
can customize it for you! Visit
CakeRental.com or
FunCakesGR.com to find
more information. Use the
code
"Lanthom" for an additional
10% off.

live t his way
)
.

west

Mexican-American Restau
rant, weekly lunch buffet

11-2.

FunCakesGR.com

Sat all-u-can-eat pancakes
$3.99, 7:30-11;
Sun breakfast buffet 8-11,
brunch 11-2.
10 mi W of campus.
13930 Lake Michigan Dr.
(M-45) West Olive, Ml 49417
Ph. (616) 842-2523
http://aandlfarmmarket.com

CakeRental.com
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One letter stands for another. In this sample, A is used
for the three L's, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters,
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all
hints. Each week the code letters are different.
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Try Squares

Weekly SUDOKU

L

BFBJTWXYB.

by Linda Thistle

Without rotating the small squares on the right, try to arrange them into
the pattern shown in the diagram at the left so that the number next to
each large triangle equals the sum of the four numbers in that triangle.

by Linda Thistle
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ACROSS

8

12
13
14
15
16
18
20
21
23
24

28
31
32
34
35
37
39
41
42
45
49
51
52

Study hard
And so on
(Abbr.)
Halt
Volcanic
outflow
Ultra
modern
(Pref.)
Sulk
In due time
Liar, e.g.
60 seconds
Assault
Bedouin
That
woman
Bridge
player
who calls
trump
Faction
Past
Jeopardy
Mangy mutt
Nonsense
Translate a
cryptogram
Ford Explorer
or Isuzu
Rodeo
Norse
thunder god
Slowly, in
music
Low in
hemoglobin
Last page,
maybe
Ocean
motion
Requests

1
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4

5
:

15

18

9

10

11

1

25

22

23

37

36
39
43

29

30

44

46

45
50

49

3

8

9

GO FIGURE!
5

2

1

7

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each smal 9-box square contains all of the
numbers fruf?i one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: * *
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King Crossword
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47

48

51

52

1 53

54

55

“

57

The idea of Go Figure is to arrive
at the figures given at the bot
tom and right-hand columns of
the diagram by following the
arithmetic signs in the order
they are given (that is, from left
to right and top to bottom). Use
only the numbers below the
diagram to complete its blank
squares and use each of the
nine numbers only once.
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* Moderate * * Difficult
* * * GO FIGURE!
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DIFFICULTY: * *

* Moderate ★ ★ Challenging
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!

0*0'? King r«an.f*«

by Linda Thistle
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SCRAMBLERS
Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then

29 Payable
old-style
53 Antiquated
30 Make a
9 Russian
54 Walked (on)
mistake
comrade
55 Atomizer
33 King of the
10 Oil cartel
output
acronym
jungle
56 Type squares
36 Most
57 Harvard rival 11 Fringe
massive
benefit, for
short
38 Attractive
DOWN
17 Biblical verb 40 Energy
1 Chowder
42 Leading
suffix
ingredient
man?
19 Snare
2 Hindu
22 Jaunty
43 Lucy’s
princess
hubby
chapeau
3 Shake44 Reed
speare’s river 24 Light touch
instrument
25 Id
4 Handbook
counterpart 46 Actress
5 Ingratiated
26 Russian
Sorvino
6 Golf ball
horsemen
47 “American
prop
IV
27 Stones
7 Comical
guitarist
48 Relinquish
Imogene
Keith
50 Shade tree
8 Hits,

rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, whkh will complete the gagl

Propel

CHANUL
Look

RATES
Nearly

MALTOS
Burden

ROCHE
"Oh, I remember th*

TODAY'S WORD
name now—Phillips!"
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